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Winchester MGOC meet on the last Tuesday of the month at:
The King Charles, Lovedon Lane, King’s Worthy, SO23 7NU
The background image on this page and all images from the Castle Combe
Autumn Classic event were gratefully received from Bill Riley, a man who has a
long photographic connection with the circuit.
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Now that we are back to dark evenings our club nights return indoors
at the King Charles.   Our September meet was well attended and
already we are looking forward to activities next year with the first
discussions regarding our 2016 Cobweb Spin.  It will be held at Hillier
Gardens again, but moves to the second Sunday in March to avoid
clashing with Mothering Sunday.   Before that though we have our
AGM in November where we ask as many as possible to come along
and help us to steer our club in the right direction.  As well as ideas
for club runs and activities, we of course also need volunteers to
make things happen.  We already have a few suggestions for new
destinations and the skeleton of a 2016 programme
that we hope will include something for
everybody.  I apologise in advance to those
who are already dismayed to see Xmas
decorations creeping into the shops, but
in this issue you will find a booking
form for our Xmas
Dinner!   We hold
this over to January
to ease congested
diaries and help to
carry some cheer
over into January.  
We do however need
to secure our booking
early.   Our skittles night
team put on a good show against Basingstoke and
Newbury at the Fox Inn, leading the field after the first 3 rounds.  
These were ‘normal’ bowling followed by a ‘left hand’ round and then
backwards through the legs.  The last was the single bowler ‘thousands,
hundreds, ten and units’ round, which would take too long to explain
here!  Suffice to say that the outcome is a fairly random score that
has a massive escalation factor.  We were in real danger of winning
before our last bowler managed to throw the match allowing us to
finish convincingly in last place and avoid being awarded with the
‘coveted’ toilet seat trophy that was retained by our hosts Basingstoke.  
The Caribbean Buffet was excellent and a good night was had by all.  
Basingstoke’s Mark Stevens did well to keep up with the scoring and
Newbury’s Roger Boyes kept order in his inimitable style.  It was very
good fun.
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Chat

Steve

By Steve Wills

Your Roving Reporter

On the first Sunday in October Jan and I took the B for a spin to the
Crotch Cooler meet at Alton. After a quick coffee we looked round
the mixed bag of about 80 plus vehicles of all shapes and sizes.
Various Mini’s,  VW Campers and Beetles without the offending diesel
emissions software and a good number of American classics including
a “Little Red Corvette”. [It’s in the eye of the beholder - Ed]
My eye was taken with the driver behind the wheel of an MG Magnette
whom I thought looked familiar. (see image below) It was obvious he
was a little disgruntled muttering something about being stuck behind
the wheel and its a dogs life!
Not so for his owner who seemed very eager to show off his rewiring
job, that is except for the fuel sender, as we discovered when we
pulled up behind him on the road home pouring petrol from a can
into the tank!
All concerned got home safely with no one in the dog house, well
except the driver of course!.
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When you were preparing for your driving test, you learnt that there
would be an emergency stop test, and the signal for this would be
the examiner banging his papers on the dash. In brief you knew there
would be a test and how it would be signalled.
So, you practised the routine, and geared up your mental processes
to be alert for papers banged on the dash, and to stamp on the brake
when this happened. In brief, you planned to detect the test and
respond to it in the way expected.
So what did VW do that was in any way different from this? All they
did, I suggest, was ensure that their cars complied with the regulations.
Any ‘fault’ lies with the regulations, surely?
Reports have muddied the waters by talking of a ‘device fitted to
cheat the test’ but as VW have revealed it is all in the software. No
device, just a software routine to check when a test was taking place,
and to ensure that the test was passed.
Another thing the press are silent about is this: When the new
software is loaded, surely there will be a reduction in performance? If
the performance was not going to be reduced by passing the test in
all circumstances (rather than only when a test was detected) there
would have been no need to have this ‘check for a test’ feature at all.

Passi ng the Test

Cru t c h C o o l e r

An
observation
from Tim
So - why is no-one admitting ‘When you have your car corrected, it
Stevens
a
will be worse to drive’ ? And for those who realise this, what powers
man
long
have VW or anyone else to ensure that the upgrade is carried out?
involved in
Will we see used VW adverts shortly saying ‘Genuine original car, not motor sport
& recreation,
upgraded’ ?
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Anyo n e fo r C r i c ke t?

By Ralph Jessop

Four of us (Ralph, Carol, Niall and Sue) joined over 200 other MG
enthusiasts for a weekend at Warner’s Cricket St Thomas hotel.  As
well as the usual Warner’s musical entertainment in the evenings we
could enjoy all the sporty events in the daytime and there were three
runs on offer.
We four chose to spend the Saturday doing ‘The Broadchurch Saunter’
which took us through some really attractive Somerset villages, slightly
complicated by pages 6 and 7 of the route being the wrong way
round. We arrived at West Bexington and admired the Jurassic view
then went to West Bay which we abandoned because of the masses
of Broadchurch fans trying to fit into this tiny fishing port (which
Ralph and Carol had visited years before David Tennant and Olivia
Coleman were even heard of when it was really nice).

his archery skills and Ralph and Carol improved their Rumba with
help from Robyn. The 60’s event with Robyn, Lauren and James after
the Black Tie dinner was superb.  We could have dressed in fancy
dress (Alice in Wonderland theme) on the Saturday evening but we
‘Winchester Wildcats’ refrained.
One comment from a staff member about the cars was that they
thought MGs were classic ie old cars but many of them were newer
than most of the staff ’s own cars! The clockwork orange MGTF is
obviously one of the very latest models.
A really fun weekend with good company – can you spot us four in
the photoshoot (front left).  And finally our thanks to Sue Fenton, the
amazing lady who made it all happen.

During the weekend we had lunch in three really good pubs, one
being on the way back from West Bay, The Grey Hound in The Square,
Beaminster.  We also enjoyed the hospitality of the Fox and Hounds,
Cattistock, on the way to CST and The Kings Arms Inn, Montacute on
the return journey (where there was a friend of Sue’s).

Doug hnu t

Warner’s food is excellent (Ralph and Carol are frequent guests at
various Warner hotels) and the entertainment is first class.  The staff
are dedicated to giving guests a good time.   Niall impressed with
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Words & images from Steve Favell

The last Sunday in September brought some sunshine as we headed
off for Basingstoke MGOCs curiously named Doughnut Run.  However,
the sheer number of roundabouts in Basingstoke should give a clue
as to the origin of the name.   Sponsored once again by Beech Hill
Garage the event this year was held at Worting House, which proved
to be an ideal location, providing ample parking and an impressive
backdrop.

Space constraints resulted in a limit being placed on the number of
cars participating, but a final total of 107 cars will no doubt have
helped in boosting funds raised in aid of the Alzheimer’s Society.  As
we arrived we were directed to pause in front of the house for an
‘official’ photograph before being presented with our vouchers for
a welcoming coffee and doughnut, an excellent route book and our
rally plate.  Having got my priorities right, I returned to the MG to affix
said plate only after the doughnut and coffee had been dealt with.
In the process of battling with zipper ties to secure the plate I was
approached by the driver of a very nice Midget parked alongside who
asked if we could help with navigating.  Would we mind if he followed
us?  I was at first puzzled but then looked again at his passenger.  It
became clear that ‘Charlie’ was not actually a very short adult, but was
in fact his three year old son, who was of course going to struggle with
the route book.  So we initially had a two car ‘convoy’ for the 60 mile
route that took us along some great little roads through Overton,
Laverstoke, East Stratton, Alresford and Chawton before returning to
Worting House.  
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We stopped for a short break opposite Jane Austen’s house at
Chawton.  Charlie’s Dad commented how glad he was that we had
stopped as Charlie had consumed a whole can of drink before we set
9

Pete’s new car

Or was he just carted away in it?

Dou g h nu t s t o yo u , Pall

Galler y

off, and he was wondering how much longer he would last.  Thinking
back to that coffee the similarity between being 3 and being in your
50s struck me.  I am not sure who actually needed the ‘comfort break’
the most.  

Little Red Corvette

After running through Dummer we took the narrow lane alongside
The Wheatsheaf.  It is inevitable on a run with so many cars that some
bunching will occur along the way.  This did occasionally cause some
problems with oncoming traffic on narrow stretches, but meeting a
large horsebox at this point definitely required some ‘breathing in’ as
we passed.
Back at Worting House we were able to collect a burger that had
been prepared on the barbeque while we were away, view and order
the arrival photographs for a charity donation, buy some raffle tickets
and have a good look around the other cars.  There were many MGs
of course, but also a lovely selection of other marques of sportscars
and saloons.  We bumped into Winchester members Alan & Sally
Rose with their Midget and also Alan and Ann Kingwell who had come
along not in their MGA, but a newly acquired Standard Vanguard 6
which is apparently the last registered automatic model.  Very lovely it
looks too.  The day was rounded off with a raffle draw of many prizes,
one of the star items being a Mota-Lita steering wheel donated by
Moss Europe.  The very generous winner re-donated it immediately
for an on the spot auction, raising a further £75 for the Society.  
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The Look of Love

10

Paint it Black

It was a very good day all round and worth looking out for next year.

Castle Combe

Annie Boursot
in her 930cc
MG PA during
the Castle
Combe Autumn
Classic.

Alan and Ann Kingwell’s recently acquired Standard

Sto n e M e
Shaun & Josh
Bromley’s MGA
duals with the
John Tewson’s
Healey Sprite

The Highways Agency found over 200 dead crows along a 9 mile
stretch of the M3 in Hampshire recently, and there was concern that
they may have died from Avian Flu. A pathologist examined the remains
of all the crows and, to everyone’s relief, confirmed the problem was
NOT Avian Flu.
The cause of death appeared to be from vehicular impacts. However,
during analysis it was noted that varying colours of paint appeared
on the bird’s beaks and claws. By analysing these paint residues it was
found that 98% of the crows had been killed by impact with trucks,
while only 2% were killed by cars.
The Agency then hired an ornithological behaviourist to determine if
there was a cause for the disproportionate percentage of truck kills
versus car kills.

David
Cooksey’s
747cc MG
Montlhery
Midget

The ornithological behaviourist quickly concluded that when crows
eat road kill, they always have a look-out crow to warn of danger. They
discovered that while all the lookout crows could shout “Cah”, not a
single one could shout “Truck”.
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Events for 2015
Oct
Nov

27
1

1

12

Jan

24

9

WMGOC Club Night
London to Brighton Run
Goodwood Breakfast Club - ‘Bahnstormer Sunday
NEC Classic Motor Show
WMGOC Club Night
WMGOC Christmas Dinner
Please see inser ted menu and booking
form for details.

Images and articles to: dave.tilbury@me.com Please.
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